
When we talk about Al-Qaeda, we also have to talk about its leadership. Its founder, its most 

important member, was Osama bin Laden. Now, he is the scion of a wealthy Saudi family. He is 

the 17th son. And this is someone who was born to incredible wealth. Yet, as a youth, is very 

religious, and he goes off to help, and later to fight, the Soviets in Afghanistan. And this gives 

him tremendous credibility. Here is a man who could have had every luxury. And instead, he's 

braving danger. He's seen combat. He's living like the poorest of the poor, in order to advance 

the faith. And it gives him credibility with the fighters. At the same time, his personal 

connections, his family status, allows him access to a wide array of very senior people around 

the Muslim world.  

 

Why is bin Laden such an effective leader? One thing that comes off, again and again, from 

people who have met with him, is that he's remarkably charismatic. His personal story adds to 

this, but this is someone who, though relatively quiet, is able to inspire people through his 

personal example. Another reason bin Laden is effective is that he's a leader who brings people 

together. Many terrorist groups have leaders who have cults of personality. There are leaders 

who are jealous, there are leaders who are backstabbing other people, at times, quite literally.  

 

Bin Laden is very different. He is someone who doesn't care as much about credit. He spends a 

lot of time trying to get like minded groups to work together, even if they're not under Al-Qaeda 

leadership. And for a movement that has 101 different sources of division, he's always trying to 

create unity. And, although he doesn't always succeed, this makes him far more effective than 

leaders have been in the past.  

 

The last thing I'll say about bin Laden as a leader is that he thought strategically. He was 

someone who tried to think, not only about what his movement should do, but how other 

countries, like the United States, would respond, and then how Al-Qaeda should adjust. He 

made many mistakes. And he often misread his opponents. But he was someone who, at least, 

tried to think beyond the next attack.  

 

Ayman al-Zawahiri, bin Laden's successor, is a quite different leader. Bin Laden is killed in 2011 

by a U.S. Navy SEAL operation raid into Pakistan. And Zawahiri, who had long been the 

number two, takes over. And he, like bin Laden, comes from an elite family, very prominent 

Egyptian family. He, himself, had trained as a doctor. But he is quite different in background. 

Zawahiri formed his own clandestine organization as a teenager. He is someone who has been 

involved in terrorism and underground tactics almost his entire life.  

 

He's also someone who is far less charismatic than bin Laden. He doesn't grab the attention of 

the world. And many people criticize him because he's not as natural or as an effective leader. 

When Zawahiri first takes up arms, he's focused on Egypt and the Egyptian government. He is 

implicated in the assassination of Egyptian president Anwar Sadat, who he blames primarily for 

not establishing an Islamic state in Egypt. And he's in prison where he's tortured. And also gives 

information on his fellow radicals. And this experience further radicalizes Zawahiri, makes him 

even more extreme.  
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When Zawahiri is released from prison, he goes to the Pakistan-Afghan border area, where he 

tries to rebuild his organization. This is very different than bin Laden, who goes to fight the 

Soviets. Zawahiri is in Pakistan trying to recreate an organization to fight the Egyptian 

government. So he's taking advantage of the haven and the flow of people to the region. But 

he's not about the anti Soviet struggle. He joins with Al-Qaeda and many people believe, 

especially Lawrence Wright, who has done the definitive work on Zawahiri, that he joins Al-

Qaeda really, to exploit it, that bin Laden is a wealthy individual and Zawahiri hopes he can grab 

money and grab resources to do the fight in Egypt.  

 

But over time, Zawahiri comes around to bin Laden's way of thinking. And part of this is 

probably a genuine ideological shift, a belief that the United States is the enemy. But part of it is 

also the collapse of his organization in Egypt. We see the Egyptian government defeat his 

organization, the Islamic Jihad organization in Egypt. We see the cells around the world being 

disrupted and arrested by a campaign of Egypt with the United States and their allies. So, 

Zawahiri fails in Egypt. He runs out of men. He runs out of money. He's unable to take care of 

the families of his people in prison.  

 

So he turns to bin Laden, in part out of desperation. And especially in the mid 1990s, many 

Egyptians from his organization form the core of Al-Qaeda There is, effectively, a merger 

between them. When Zawahiri takes over, he's a quite able number two. He's a disciplined 

organized person. He's an experienced revolutionary. And so, although he's less charismatic, 

he's inheriting an organization that bin Laden built. And he's been able to maintain it. And we'll 

see, in the future, whether he's able to expand and make it more powerful. 

 


